Introduction
[2] This study tests observationally the hypothesis that, as in subduction zones [e.g., Rogers and Dragert, 2003; Schwartz and Rokosky, 2007; Ide et al., 2008; Rubinstein et al., 2009; Brudzinski, 2008] , slow slip also accompanies tremor in the transform boundary setting of California. Herein slow slip refers to a transient increase in the slip rate of a fault patch that otherwise creeps steadily or is locked. This transient slip is sufficiently slow that no appreciable seismic energy is radiated, and it lasts for minutes to days. We test this hypothesis that slow slip accompanies triggered tremor using direct measurements of strain with the greatest potential resolution; i.e., using continuous strain signals recorded on borehole Gladwin tensor strainmeters (GTSM) [Gladwin, 1984] operated along the Parkfield section of the San Andreas fault in California (Figure 1) .
[3] A second intent of this paper is to provide basic guidance to others planning to use, or to assess the potential of, the newly available GTSM data from the numerous installations that comprise part of the Plate Boundary Observatory in the western United States. In addition to addressing the aforementioned scientific question, we sought to explore what first-order information could be learned from strainmeter data by nonexperts. In our opinion, a deterrent to using strainmeter data is the challenge of removing the noise (signals of nontectonic origin), which often is larger than the signal of interest. More sophisticated analyses than our approach typically involve modeling of theoretical tidal loading using programs like BAYTAP [Tamura et al., 1991] and of the statistical properties of the remaining noise [see Langbein, 2004, and references therein] . While a more sophisticated analysis likely would have improved the resolution of our results, the gain did not clearly seem to justify the significantly increased effort, particularly given our scientific objectives. This seemed further justified given some of the large data uncertainties and the modifications needed to the more sophisticated analyses to accommodate some of the data shortcomings (e.g., uneven data sampling and gaps), We focused exclusively in this study on the GTSM data, but if it is revisited, other types of relevant data (e.g., dilatometers) from the same region could be included.
Why Parkfield?
[4] In some subduction zones there is clear association between slow slip and ambient tremor and a growing number of observations that indicate that slow slip facilitates triggered tremor [Rogers and Dragert, 2003; Ide et al., 2008; Rubinstein et al., 2009] . Several published studies lead us to suggest that triggered tremor may serve as a proxy for slow slip [Peng et al., 2009; Rubinstein et al., 2009] . Such a proxy would have the potential benefit of being much more widely observable than slow slip given the abundance of locations with triggered seismic recording stations relative to sites that record continuous seismic or slow deformation (e.g., have strainmeters, GPS, tiltmeters).
[5] In addition to subduction zones, clear evidence of both ambient and triggered tremor exists in the transform boundary in California, in the vicinity of the Parkfield section of the San Andreas fault (Figure 1 ) [Nadeau and Dolenc, 2005; Gomberg et al., 2008; Peng et al., 2009] . The first observation of triggered tremor at Parkfield was that triggered by the M7.9 Denali, Alaska earthquake [Rubinstein et al., 2007] . Of particular relevance to this study, Peng et al. [2009] examined seismograms of 31 teleseismic earthquakes with M ! 7.5 at stations near Parkfield, California and found clear evidence of tremor triggered by waves from 10 of these. While there is a clear correlation between triggered tremor and triggering wave amplitude the imperfectness of the correlation implies the triggering probability depends on other factors as well. We propose and test the hypothesis that, as in subduction zones, slow slip may facilitate tremor generation and thus may be observed during times of triggered and ambient tremor near Parkfield. Answering this question is key to understanding whether the tremor observed outside subduction zones results from the same processes as within, or if there are multiple causes possibly unique to the local environment.
[6] The Parkfield region is a particularly well suited place to test our hypothesis because the location and properties of the faults are among the most well constrained in the world. In addition, there is an abundance of instruments to measure both slow slip and tremor, along the Parkfield and adjacent sections of the San Andreas. The GTSM and other similar instruments in California were installed in the mid-1980s with a primary goal of detecting deformation changes of the order of a few nanostrain that might be precursory to damaging earthquakes [Johnston et al., 1992] and to record the anticipated M6 ''Parkfield'' earthquake . We focus on data from the Parkfield GTSM instruments because of their proximity to the triggered tremor sources (Figure 1 and Peng et al. [2009] ), their >20 year duration of operation (e.g., start-up transients should be Nadeau (personal communication, 2008) ) and tremor sources (stars; locations from Peng et al. [2009] ) triggered by 10 teleseismic earthquakes. Triangles show the GTSM instrument locations (FLT, DLT, EDT corresponding to the Frolich, Donna Lee, and Eades sites), the broadband seismic station PKD (square) used in the triggered tremor observations, the epicenter of the 2004 M6 Parkfield earthquake (larger diamond) and background seismicity (small diamonds). negligible and calibrations should be well determined), and their potential to record the complete strainfield (i.e., all components of the surface strain tensor).
Hypotheses and Strategy
[7] We seek to answer the question of whether slow slip accompanies triggered tremor using the GTSM data for time periods surrounding the arrival of potentially triggering waves. Separation of the observed strains that are due to nontectonic sources from those potentially due to slow slip requires modeling. Effectively we ask if we can model the GTSM data assuming they reflect only nontectonic sources, with a negative answer indicating signals of possible tectonic origin. A positive answer or equivalently, failure to reject this null hypothesis, still provides useful constraints on the detection threshold and thus bounds on the geometry and magnitude of slow slip that the tremor cannot be attributed to (see section 3).
[8] We pose two versions of the above hypothesis. The first considers the possibility that the San Andreas or other nearby faults were already slipping when the teleseismic waves arrived. The second considers the possibility that the waves themselves cause the fault to begin to slip as well as produce tremor. This seems possible given previous observations of slow slip preceded by earthquakes in the San Juan Bautista section of the San Andreas, just north of Parkfield [Pollitz and Johnston, 2006] . Additionally, slow slip events were likely triggered by seismic waves on southern California faults [McGill et al., 1989; Glowacka et al., 2002] , and seismic waves have triggered seismic slip in a number of locations [Hill and Prejean, 2007] . Based on the duration of slow slip events documented previously along the San Andreas (see section 1.3) and in subduction zones, we look for slow slip events as clear strain changes that become apparent over fractions of days to a few days and lasting several to tens of days or more. The detection threshold should be lower if we know the expected onset time, which in the case of the second version of the hypothesis, corresponds to the arrival time of the seismic waves.
[9] In the remainder of this Introduction, we summarize previous strainmeter observations of slow slip along the San Andreas and elsewhere. In section 2 we describe our approach to processing strain data from GTSM instruments near Parkfield for time periods surrounding the arrival of teleseismic waves that did and did not trigger tremor in the Parkfield region ( Figure 1 and Table 1 ) [Peng et al., 2009] . Effectively, we assess the detection capabilities of these data.
In section 3 we interpret the results in terms of slow fault slip, by comparing estimated detection thresholds to theoretical strain fields computed for a range of plausible scenarios. A discussion and conclusions are presented in section 4.
Previous Observations of Slow Slip Along the San Andreas Fault System
[10] Herein we summarize some of the features of slow slip and its signature in strainmeter data noted previously along the transform boundary San Andreas fault system in central California. We do so in order to demonstrate the reasonableness of our hypothesis and to serve as a guide as to what signals to look for in the Parkfield GTSM data.
[11] Slow slip events have been documented in the Parkfield and San Juan Batista sections of the San Andreas fault system on a variety of geodetic instruments, as well as on other central California faults [Bilham and Whitehead, 1997; Galehouse and Lienkaemper, 2003 ] and on faults in southern California [Bilham, 1989; Bilham et al., 2004] . Changes in strain rate lasting years, punctuated by episodic more abrupt deformation (days to months) have been documented in the Parkfield GTSM data, electronic distance meter measurements, and sometimes in creepmeter data as well [Langbein et al., 1999;  see also information at http://www.gtsmtechnologies. com/index_files/advfaqs.htm]. Just to the north of the creeping section (Figure 1 ), along the San Juan Bautista section, a sequence of slow slip events lasting about a week in 1992 was documented on several types of strainmeters along the with clearly correlative changes in seismicity rates and creep [Linde et al., 1996] . This sequence produced unambiguous signals of a microstrain or more, and modeling indicates the slip occurred in the upper 4 km of the fault with equivalent magnitudes of 4.8 [Linde et al., 1996] . Pollitz and Johnston [2006] examined seismicity following this sequence and 3 other M$5 slow slip events on the San Juan Bautista section (in 1996, 2003, and 2004) , recorded on strainmeters. Modeling of strainmeter, GPS, and InSAR data that include these slow slip events indicate they occurred in the upper 5 -8 km of the fault where it also slips steadily [Johanson and Bürgmann, 2005] .
[12] We consider the possibility that slow slip may occur at nearly any depth within the crust. The slow slip events in the above cases, as well as steady slip or creep on other faults in the region (where often temporal resolution is insufficient to resolve rapid ''events'', if they occur [Schmidt et al., 2005; Funning et al., 2007] ) have been modeled as occurring at or above seismogenic depths (e.g., above about $10 km) [Linde Origin time, moment magnitude, measured maximum velocity at broadband station PKD, (Figure 1 ), source-receiver distance and flag indicating whether tremor was triggered. These are only a subset of the 30 teleseismic waves examined for triggered tremor by Peng et al. [2009 Peng et al. [ ]. et al., 1996 Johanson and Bürgmann, 2005] . The same frictional models developed to explain this shallow slow slip or creep have also been proposed to explain slow slip below the locked portion of subduction zones where slow slip and tremor likely originates [Marone and Scholz, 1988; Boatwright and Cocco, 1996; Liu and Rice, 2007] . While the conditions at shallow depths, above the seismogenic or locked zone, and those below this zone clearly differ, they both may lead to similar frictional behaviors. The sediments above the seismogenic or locked zone and the high temperatures below both can be described by similar frictional properties and behaviors that lead to slow slip.
Data Analyses
[13] Our goal is to use two of the Parkfield GTSM strain data to determine if nearby faults are slipping during, or as a consequence of, the passage of the seismic waves that trigger tremor. We do so by attempting to reject a null hypothesis that no detectable slow slip is occurring. This section describes the process we have employed to test our hypothesis and estimate the detection limits of the GTSM data. This process is simpler, but similar to processes used previously, such as those implemented in widely used software package program ''BAYTAP'' [Tamura et al., 1991] , and most recently for ''level 2'' data provided by the Plate Boundary Observatory (PBO) facility for newer GTSM instruments (see http:// pboweb.unavco.org/?pageid=89).
Processing Methodology
[14] The GTSM instruments are designed to measure strain at a resolution of better than a nanostrain to the period range 0.01 s to years [Gladwin, 1984; Gladwin and Hart, 1985] . The range of detection capabilities of strainmeters provides constraints on slow and wave-triggered permanent deformation that are theoretically unobtainable using seismometers or GPS. The strainmeters are installed in the bottom of boreholes, several hundred meters below the Earth's surface and measure deformation of the surrounding rock using extensometers that respond to the relative displacement of its anchor points. The GTSMs' nominal high level of sensitivity of $0.3 nanostrain [Johnston et al., 1987] is what makes the instrument so important and useful, but also complicates the process of separating tectonic from nontectonic (noise) signals. The latter includes changes in atmospheric pressure, wind turbulence, pore pressure, groundwater motion, and earth tides and a frequency-dependent sensitivity to these [Agnew, 1986] .
[15] The basic measurement is the horizontal extension, u i , of three or four gages mounted inside the borehole at different azimuths, approximately 120°apart. Although a general strain tensor has six components, at the surface plane stress equations prevail (the vertical stresses are zero) and only three horizontal strains are needed to fully characterize the deformation. To describe the deformation more meaningfully, these gage measurements are used to estimate the strains, e EE , e EN , e NN , measured in a geographic coordinate system. Alternatively, the deformation can be described by the areal strain, A = e EE + e NN , the differential extension, g 1 = e EE À e NN , and the shear, g 2 = 2e EN . This is particularly convenient for studying deformation along the San Andreas because g 1 and g 2 represent pure engineering shear strains that are maxima across planes oriented NW -SE and NE -SW or roughly parallel to the San Andreas fault, and N -S and E-W, respectively.
[16] For the Parkfield strainmeters, one can obtain either the gage measurements nominally corrected to strain units, or areal and shear strains measurements. The relationship between the gage measurements, u i , and the areal and shear strains is [Hart et al., 1996] Q i is the gage azimuth, ''weight'', g i accounts for mechanical differences among the gages, c and d quantify the coupling of the instrument deformation to that of the surrounding rock and parameters t ij characterize the effect of topography and geology. We use resolved strain data, A, g 1 , and g 2 , obtained from the GTSM company website (http://www.gtsmtechnologies. com). We do so because we want to compare signals from different sites and the gages may have different orientations. In addition, calibration of the parameters in equation (1) using the usual procedure of calibrating with theoretical tidal loading signals is beyond the scope of this study. Johnston et al. [2006] suggest that calibrations of the Parkfield GTSM are repeatable to within 5%.
[17] Our analysis approach is very similar, albeit less rigorous, to that underlying the program BAYTAP [e.g., Tamura et al., 1991] . In particular, BAYTAP selects the tidal components and assesses the fit to theoretical tidal models according to a Bayesian Information Criteria rather than our more qualitative approach. However, interpretation of the BAYTAP output requires an understanding of tidal and statistical modeling that seemed beyond the scope of this study (nor were we comfortable using it as a black box). In addition, in its standard form BAYTAP requires data sampled evenly at 1 h, with gaps flagged a priori. The GTSM data are sampled at 18 and 30 min at the Donna Lee and Frolich sites, respectively, with a sample missed every three hours in the data recorded at the Donna Lee site. Also, irregular gaps of a single sample to hours exist in the data from both sites. Instead of interpolating and resampling the data, and identifying all the gaps manually, our approach uses the data as recorded. Finally, we justify our approach by noting that it is more conservative because we are likely to err on the side of removing real signal with the noise rather than retaining noise that might be mistaken as tectonic signal.
[18] Following Tamura et al.
[1991], we assume that the measured strain (which here may refer to any component), u(t), as a function of time, t, may be modeled a sum of the response to (1) the tides, t(t), (2) atmospheric pressure changes or other measured ''auxiliary'' loads, a(t), (3) possibly some tectonic process such as a transient slow slip event, e(t), (4) ''drift'', d(t), and (5) the remaining unmodeled signal or residual signal, r(t). Drift refers to signals of presumed nontectonic origin with periods longer those of the tides, with specific origin and precise character that is not generally known [Tamura et al., 1991] . We also include the response to long-term steady tectonic loading in the drift. Thus, the measured strain is
The Parkfield GTSM strainmeters are relatively insensitive to atmospheric pressure changes (E. Roeloffs et al., Draft review of borehole strainmeter data collected by the U.S. Geological Survey, 1985 -2004 , prepared for PBO, 2004 so that a(t)$0. The ideal null hypothesis is that the fault is not slipping, which could be tested by fitting u(t) under the assumption that e(t) = 0 and employing parameterized models of t(t) and d(t). The residual between the modeled and observed signals becomes
Residual signals that by some measure, exceed the long-term variability in the differences (unmodeled stationary ''noise'') and also are observed on multiple components and at multiple nearby sites, would cause us to consider rejecting our hypothesis that no detectable slow slip is occurring.
[19] We model the tidal signal, t(t), as a sum of N sine waves with periods, T n , and solve for the amplitude, S n , and phase, f n , of each that maximizes the fit to the data. We choose the minimum number of periods required to fit the tidal signals, expected to dominate at Parkfield (Table 2) , and so that the frequency spacing was not smaller than the inverse of the time series length (i.e., only fit resolvable variations in frequency). The tidal fitting process becomes linear using the identity S n sin w n t þ f n ð Þ¼C n sin w n t ð ÞD n cos w n t ð Þ;
The data are sampled at M discrete time points, t m , so our tidal signal model may be written as
[20] Since we have no physical model of the drift, d(t), we use the same approach as Tamura et al. [1991] , parameterizing it as a time series sampled at the same time points as the data and constrained to be ''smooth''. This constraint is imposed by taking the second derivative of d(t) numerically and equating it to a ''data'' vector of zeroes. For evenly sampled time points, the numerical derivative at t m+1 is simply proportional to d(t m+2 ) À 2d(t m+1 ) + d(t m ). However, we use the more complete form that includes the sample interval because unlike many other applications and more recently installed strainmeters, the Parkfield data are not evenly sampled and have gaps, and we wish to retain the maximum temporal resolution to look for strain changes on the timescale of the teleseismic waves. If a sample interval is d m = t m+1 À t m , the second derivative in this case is
To test the hypothesis that the data reflect only the response to the tides and drift, we solve the linear equations
with the constraint that
These can be written in matrix form and solved using least squares or some other method. The matrix equation to solve is
The ''data'' vector contains the M observed strain values and M À 2 zeros corresponding to the constraint on the drift derivatives. Our unknowns are the 2N weights corresponding to the N tidal frequencies and M values of the drift at each time point. The smoothness of the drift is controlled by the scaling factor K; i.e., larger values result in smoother drift time series and a poorer fit to the observed strain values. We choose this factor subjectively, noting that even though more formal processing approaches such as BAYTAP find the Table 1 . Based on the duration of slow slip events observed previously at Parkfield (section 1.3) and to robustly estimate drift, we examined data from 2 months prior to and 1 month after each earthquake. The GTSM data from the third Parkfield site (Eades) were not included because the instrument failed in 2002 so that data are available for only one of the eleven events.
[22] Our analysis strategy involved analyzing each strain component, the shear (g 1 and g 2 ) and areal (A) strains, independently fitting tidal and drift models, t(t) and d(t), to each using the formulation described in the previous section and finding a least squares solution. For each time period we compared the raw and modeled time series at the Donna Lee and Frolich sites to assess the accuracy of the data, appropriateness of our assumptions, and to identify signals indicative of slow slip events. Comparison of the observed and modeled (as a superposition of fit sine waves of specified frequencies (equation (5)) tidal signals for the same strain component at the two sites provide a measure of the accuracy of the calibrations and stability of the responses. Drift signals that are not coherent between the two sites indicate we are not erroneously including tectonically driven signal in d(t). Finally, amplitude deviations in residual strains (observed minus modeled strains) that exceed the long-term variability must do so at both the Donna Lee and Frolich sites to be considered of possible tectonic origin. We show examples of observed and modeled strains for strain components for the data surrounding the 2002 M7.9 Denali, Alaska and 2006, M8.0 Tonga earthquakes in Figures 2 and 3 , respectively, with residual strains for all other data analyzed provided in the auxiliary material.
1 We include Figure 3 because the data highlight the need for analyses that can account for data gaps; this is a somewhat extreme example but nearly all the time windows examined have time gaps of some duration.
[23] Based on our visual inspections we found no evidence of slow slip larger than the long-term variability in the residual strains and that correlates between like components of either the drift or the residual signals at the Donna Lee and Frolich sites, or of slow slip induced by the passage of the teleseismic waves.
Noise and Accuracy
[24] Having data from two sites within $7 km of one another proved useful for assessing the accuracy of the estimated strains and thus, because we do not observe any tectonic signals, the detection limits of deformation associated with slow slip. In addition to visual inspection of the observed and modeled time series, we identify systematic differences and quantify the variability among all the measurements for the three different strain components at the Donna Lee and Frolich sites using a simple metric of the RMS signal value. This somewhat ad hoc approach does not explicitly account for the fact that the noise and detection threshold depend on the time interval considered [Langbein, 2004 , and references therein], but nonetheless reveals some significant uncertainties in the calibrations, temporal changes in noise levels, and provides constraints on detection thresholds. For example, a lower detection threshold for time windows of hours to a few days, relative to that for many days, is clearly evident in simple visual comparisons of the residual signals plotted for the entire 3 month windows and six day windows (see Figures 2 and 3 and Figures S1 -S6 in the auxiliary material).
[25] We first present evidence that the calibrations (sensitivities or conversions from instrumental measurement to strain) are uncertain by a factor of $2, although we cannot determine which strainmeter is incorrect. Differences in the observed and modeled tidal signals at the Donna Lee and Frolich sites provide this evidence, because the tidal loads should be identical at both sites. Without any processing it is clear that the peak-to-peak tidal amplitudes of the g 1 and g 2 strains are consistently larger at the Frolich site. A more quantitative assessment comes from the ratios of the RMS tidal signals at the two sites; although the tidal signals are time varying, ratios between signals from the two sites should be unity. Such ratios clearly show that prior to 2006, relative to the Donna Lee site, the strains at the Frolich site are smaller by 82% for the areal strains and 200% larger for the g 1 and g 2 strains (Figure 4b ). We focus on observations prior to 2006 for reasons discussed below.
[26] Perhaps more troubling than these differences in sensitivities is an apparent time-varying difference in the tidal phase response between the sites. In most cases the tidal signals in the Donna Lee and Frolich data appear to be inphase (e.g., Figures 2a and 2d ), but this is not always true ( Figure 5) . Examination of one case in which the mismatch is significant shows that the phase difference does not arise abruptly or during a data gap, as one might expect if some instrument parameter was reset or the timing system failed suddenly. As shown in Figure 5 , we speculate that the mismatch arises because the frequency response is not properly calibrated. In other words, the tidal signal is a sum of semidiurnal and diurnal tides that appear to have different amplitudes at the two sites, so that the peaks of the summed signal sometimes appear out of phase. Additional environmental or instrumental noise in the tidal frequency band might exacerbate this mismatch. An alternative explanation might be that the timing system drifted at one or both sites. Langbein, personal communication, 2008) . In addition, the RMS residuals from the Frolich site suggest its response, or noise levels changed markedly at several times during the study period. [28] The apparent sensitivity differences estimated from the tidal strains (e.g., Frolich g 1 and g 2 signals being twice those at Donna Lee) cannot account for differences in RMS residuals at the two sites, even during the quieter 2001 -2003 period. Thus, we infer that the noise levels of the data from the Frolich site are about twice those recorded at the Donna Lee site. Our inference is not consistent with spectral analyses of hourly data by E. Roeloffs et al. (draft review, 2004) that indicate roughly equal signal-to-noise ratios for data from the Frolich and Donna Lee sites. We suggest that some of the difference in results may be due to the fact that we are looking at higher frequencies and have done much less averaging.
[29] The largest amplitude signals we observe generally are the drift, with average values of several tens of nanostrain but with significant variability, sometimes exceeding 100 nanostrain. The drift has periods of tens of days or more usually does not correlate between the strainmeters (Figures 2d and 3d) . Some of this drift may reflect localized hydrologic changes, which seems plausible considering the strainmeters are on opposite sides of the San Andreas fault. that GTSM data from 1993 to 1997 at the Donna Lee site are contaminated by a hydrological signal caused by a nearby unconfined aquifer, which does not affect signals at the Frolich site.
Short-Term and Long-Term Strains
[30] If our hypothesis that no detectable tectonic deformation occurred during the time windows examined is true, the residual strains on time scales of slow slip (''long term'') and wave-triggered deformation (''short term'') should (1) be independent of the magnitude of the waves, (2) show no signals larger than the long-term variability and (3) be incoherent at both the Donna Lee and Frolich sites. We find these three criteria to be satisfied for all eleven time periods containing teleseismic waves examined. These strains provide a bound on the detectability of any slow slip signal; i.e., any slow slip signals would go undetected if they evolved over days and were smaller than the long-term residual strains or were induced by the waves themselves and were smaller than the short-term residual strains. Based on the results of the previous section we estimate the long-term detection threshold at the quieter (Donna Lee) site is approximately 10 nanostrain. This conservatively accounts for the factor of two uncertainty in calibration by assuming that the Donna Lee strains are underestimated by this amount and adds a standard deviation to the largest average RMS residual measured for the three strains. Based on visual comparison of the short-term and long-term residual plots (Figures 2, 3 , and S1 -S6) we estimate a detection threshold for waveinduced slow slip of approximately half the long-term value, or about 5 nanostrain.
Implications for Slow Slip Detection
[31] To interpret the detection thresholds of the GTSM data in terms of detectable fault slip we modeled the expected strain using a three-dimensional dislocation model [Okada, 1992; Gomberg and Ellis, 1994] , and calculated the horizontal surface shear strain that would result from slip along a vertical strike-slip fault. We varied the fault depth, dimensions, and slip ( Figure 6 and Table 3 ), and we constrained the slip to be purely strike slip in keeping with the dominant mode of faulting in the region. The thresholds we infer must be viewed only as guides to the detectability of slow slip because these static models only provide constraint on the total deformation change expected for the specified slip, without regard to its time history. For example, the detection threshold might be lowered by searching for signals that match theoretical models of the temporal evolution of a slow slip signal.
[32] The calculated strain scales linearly with the assumed value of the slip, so that any increases or decreases in the latter would simply scale the strain signal proportionally. We assign slip values and refer to slip event sizes based on the scaling expected if the slip occurred coseismically as in an earthquake. Earthquake size may be described by its seismic moment
and its moment magnitude
m is the shear modulus ($3 Â 10 4 MPa), D is the average slip, L and W are the rupture length and width, respectively [Hanks and Kanamori, 1979] , and M o has units of N m. The commonly used empirical relations of Wells and Coppersmith [1994] between parameters L, W, D, and M provide constraints on the ratio of slip to rupture dimensions. For example, their relations for strike-slip faults imply that
with D in cm and L in km. Another constraint comes from the relation between stress drop, Ds, D and rupture dimensions, that
Typical values of Ds range between 1 and 10 MPa with significant scatter (see Kanamori and Brodsky [2004] for a summary), suggesting ratio of slip to rupture dimension of 3 Â 10 À5 to 3 Â 10
À4
. This is slightly greater than values implied by the Wells and Coppersmith [1994] relations so we choose a value of 10 À5 , which is a compromise and is consistent with the suggestion that tremor and slow slip sources are low stress drop events [Ide et al., 2008] .
[33] We plot our inferred detection thresholds with the modeled surface shear strain calculated along profiles at distance 0.25 km from the surface trace of the faults and striking parallel to them (Figure 6 ). This shows that the ability to detect a strain signal depends strongly on the GTSM's location relative to the slipping fault, the size of the fault, and Figure 4 . To identify systematic differences or dependencies on wave characteristics, and to quantify the variability among all the measurements of the g 1 (circles), g 2 (squares), and A (triangles) strain components at the Donna Lee (solid symbols) and Frolich (open symbols) sites we plot the RMS values for the time series corresponding to each earthquake (bottom axis, Table 1 ). The time windows span 3 months, centered on the arrival times of waves from each earthquake. , D$5 mm). The strains also decrease rapidly with distance from the center of the fault, although more gradually as its depth increases. Even at 5 km from the fault center, the models suggest that only a M$4 or greater slip event would produce a detectable signal and, if in the center of the seismogenic zone at $7.5 km, this limit increases to M$5 events. If the slow slip is beneath the seismogenic zone, the most likely depth range of the tremor [Peng et al., 2009] , even M$5 events are likely to remain hidden below the noise of the GTSM instruments.
Discussion and Conclusions
[34] The detection threshold values we obtain, $10 and $5 nanostrain for long-term and short-term residual strains, respectively, are comparable to the values reported by Johnston et al. [2006] , who studied deformation associated with the 2004 M6 Parkfield earthquake using data from a variety of instruments in the region. Their long-term values may be roughly consistent with ours recalling that we have conservatively allowed for the apparent calibration uncertainty and noise differences between the Frolich and Donna Lee sites (i.e., we chose the largest possible noise level). Johnston et al. [2006] show residual strains that vary by about 10 nanostrain at the Donna Lee GTSM site for the week prior to the earthquake, but do not show residuals the Frolich site because they exceeded their 10 nanostrain ''noise'' level. Their coesismic detection threshold of fractions of a nanostrain is based on nearby high-sample rate (1 s) dilatometer data, and so we cannot directly compare these to ours. Our higher threshold values may also reflect the fact that we do not use the atmospheric pressure data in our analyses, although the lack of sensitivity of the GTSM at Parkfield suggests this should not be a significant omission. Our interpretation of the threshold in terms of the maximum slow slip event that could go undetected is consistent with Johnston et al.'s [2006] inference that threshold of 0.01 nanostrain would correspond to an event at 8 km depth with moment 2 Â 10 12 N m. Thus, a threshold of $10 nanostrain would imply a moment of 2 Â 10 15 N m or a M$4.1 (equation (11)), which agrees with results displayed in Figure 6 .
[35] Another relevant study of the detection threshold focused on deformation precursory to known earthquakes, assuming the precursory slip occurred on the same fault patch that ultimately failed in the earthquakes [Johnston et al., 1987] . They consider time scales of minutes, estimate a detection threshold of a few nanostrain, and by scaling coseismic offsets observed for real earthquakes suggest the smallest detectable event at 2.7 km depth and 3.2 km from the strainmeter would have M$2.1. The most distant detectable events, at $56 km hypocentral distance, would have M$4.7. These are roughly consistent with the modeled deformation in Figure 6 , and our slightly more conservative inference that a 10-18 nanostrain threshold that if deeper than 15 km, only events with M > $5.0 may be detected.
[36] It is interesting to consider the relative potential of GPS and strainmeter data. Langbein et al. [2006] made such a comparison by analyzing the wealth of deformation data temporally and spatially surrounding the M6.0 2004 Parkfield earthquake. They report variability in GPS displace- Figure 5 . The g 1 = e EE À e NN shear strains from the Donna Lee (red) and Frolich (black) sites for the time period surrounding the 2003 Hokkaido earthquake. Sample points are shown by dots; nominal sampling rates are 18 and 30 min for the Donna Lee and Frolich sites, respectively. Irregular gaps of a single sample to several days exist in the Frolich data, and a sample is missed every 3 hours in the Donna Lee data. Note the relative phasing (i.e., relative timing of peaks or troughs at the two sites) appears to vary over even a few days. This may be due in part to differing sensitivities to the semidiurnal tides and contamination by noise sources with periods in the tidal band. ments (measured relative to some smoothed modeled values) that depends on the sample rate and signal duration but ranges between a fraction of a millimeter to $15 mm for processed measurements at high sample rate (1 Hz) lasting minutes to daily solutions, respectively (e.g., see Langbein et al.'s Figure 2) . This is consistent with the results of Titus et al. [2006] . In Figure 6c we compare this range to the theoretical displacements calculated for the same sources as the strains in Figure 6b and infer that even given our conservative strain thresholds, the strainmeters have significantly better detection capabilities. For example, we infer that a M$5 at 7.5 km depth should be easily observed in the strainmeter data but produces a displacement that is nearly an order of magnitude below the threshold of GPS data. It is important to note however, that such conclusions depend on the temporal nature of the signal and the particular case considered; for example, Langbein et al. [2006] suggest that at least in their study, which may represent somewhat of a best case for GPS Figure 6 . Predicted xy (x and y perpendicular and parallel to the fault strike, respectively) surface shear strains. (a) Contoured example of strains calculated for vertical, 36 km 2 square fault with its top edge (gray vertical line in the plot center) at the surface of the Earth with slip corresponding to a $M5 earthquake (Table 3) . Solid and dashed lines indicate positive and negative values. (b) Absolute values of the surface shear strains along a profile located parallel to and 0.25 km offset from the fault, calculated for four sizes of slip events, each at three different depths. The darker shaded region marks the lower boundary for detection capacities for a short time frame (due to wave-triggered slip) and the lighter shaded region marks a longer time frame (due to ongoing slow slip). Even the short-term slip lower limit suggests that in order to be able to measure the strain, the GTSMs must be located in very close proximity to the fault, the fault must be very large, and/or the fault must be shallow. (c) Same as Figure 6b but showing the displacements in the strike direction. Slip (cm) Approximate Magnitude 6 Â 6 6 5 2 Â 2 2 4 0.5 Â 0.5 0.5 3 0.05 Â 0.05 0.05 1 a We computed the strain fields at the surface for these four models, keeping the dip vertical and for differing depths of the top of 0.0, 7.5, and 15 km. data, the long-term precision is much better for the GPS than the strain data, in part because the GTSM strainmeter data may suffer at this time from sensitivity to fluctuations in the water table.
[37] We find no evidence of slow slip during or as a result of the passage of tremor triggering seismic waves, or of waves that did not trigger tremor. Theoretical models show the detection threshold depends strongly on the proximity of the slip to the strainmeter, and the closest tremor source to the Parkfield GTSM sites is at an epicentral distance of $20 km and likely below the seismogenic layer [Peng et al., 2009] . If the slow slip is colocated or nearby the tremor, we are lead to the unfortunate conclusion that we can only rule out very large slip events, with equivalent M$5 or greater. This difficulty in detecting deep slip has been noted previously [e.g., see Harris and Arrowsmith, 2006, and references therein] . Even if not colocated with the tremor and very shallow, the smallest detectable slow slip event would still need to have an equivalent M$2 and be fortuitously located within a few km of the strainmeter. Previously studies have shown that the San Andreas fault properties permit slow slip events at shallow depths (see section 1.3), so that our failure to find evidence of slow slip may indicate that it either does not accompany the tremor or it is deep and below the detection threshold. Future work could lower the detection threshold by perhaps an order of magnitude, by recalibrating the raw data and including additional data (e.g., the atmospheric pressure or dilatometer data). However, ultimately we are limited by the fact that we can only make measurements on or very near the Earth's surface, of processes that likely occur km below.
